We explore strategies to extract cosmological constraints from a joint analysis of cosmic shear, galaxy-galaxy lensing, galaxy clustering, cluster number counts, and cluster weak lensing. We utilize the CosmoLike software to simulate results from an LSST like data set, specifically, we 1) compare individual and joint analyses of the different probes, 2) vary the selection criteria for lens and source galaxies, 3) investigate the impact of blending, 4) investigate the impact of the assumed cosmological model in multi-probe covariances, 6) quantify information content as a function of scales, and 7) explore the impact of intrinsic galaxy alignment in a multiprobe context. Our analyses account for all cross correlations within and across probes and include the higher-order (non-Gaussian) terms in the multi-probe covariance matrix. We simultaneously model cosmological parameters and a variety of systematics, e.g. uncertainties arising from shear and photo-z calibration, cluster mass-observable relation, galaxy intrinsic alignment, and galaxy bias (up to 54 parameters altogether). We highlight two results: First, increasing the number density of source galaxies by ∼30%, which corresponds to solving blending for LSST, only gains little information. Second, including small scales in clustering and galaxy-galaxy lensing, by utilizing HODs, can substantially boost cosmological constraining power. The CosmoLike modules used to compute the results in this paper will be made publicly available at https://github.com/elikrause/CosmoLike_Forecasts.
Introduction
The Universe is a fascinating physics laboratory with the unfortunate limitation that we cannot influence the settings of its experiments. We can only observe as many of the Universes' 'features' as possible, and interconnect these observables to either falsify our physical models or to tighten corresponding constraints.
Ongoing photometric surveys, such as Kilo-Degree Survey (KiDS1), Hyper Suprime Cam (HSC2), and Dark Energy Survey (DES3) will provide an order of magnitude increase in high-quality imaging data in the very near future. These data sets provide an exceptional opportunity to study the physics of the Universe (e.g., cosmic acceleration, neutrino mass, tests of General Relativity), with the prospect of even more and deeper data from next generation experiments, such as the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope E-mail: aekrause@stanford.edu † E-mail: tim.eifler@jpl.nasa.gov 1 http://www.astro-wise.org/projects/KIDS/ 2 http://www.naoj.org/Projects/HSC/HSCProject.html 3 www.darkenergysurvey.org/ (LSST4), Euclid5 and the Wide-Field Infrared Survey Telescope (WFIRST6).
Multiple probes tracing the Large Scale Structure (LSS) of the Universe can be extracted from these photometric data sets, e.g. cosmic shear, galaxy-galaxy lensing, galaxy clustering, Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAO), galaxy cluster number counts, and galaxy cluster weak lensing. This variety enables powerful analysis strategies to advance our understanding of cosmology: First, inconsistencies among different probes can indicate new physics. Second, the joint analysis of consistent probes significantly tightens constraints on the evaluated cosmological model (see e.g., Weinberg et al. 2013) .
It is straightforward to compare/combine individual LSS probes with Supernovae 1a (SN1a) or Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) measurements when assuming that corresponding information is independent (e.g., Kilbinger et al. 2013; The Dark Energy Survey Collaboration et al. 2015) . Complications arise quickly when multiple LSS probes are included in the analysis, since these have non-negligible correlations in their signals as well as in their systematics.
Multi-probe analyses have been suggested in the literature as the most promising way to constrain cosmology. For example, (Bernstein 2009) give a detailed description of a Fisher matrix analysis of galaxy clustering, cosmic shear, and galaxy-galaxy lensing. Similar analyses are presented in Joachimi & Bridle (2010) and Yoo & Seljak (2012) , where the latter considers number counts of galaxy clusters instead of cosmic shear. All three analyses use so-called Gaussian covariances, where Gaussian means that connected higher-order moments of the density field are not included in the covariance computation. However, covariance terms that arise from these higher-order moments can significantly impact error bars ); these terms were included in the analyses of Eifler et al. (2014) ; ; Park et al. (2015) all of which vary in terms of the probes considered.
In this paper we take simulated multi-probe analyses to a new level and present joint analyses of cosmic shear, galaxy-galaxy lensing, galaxy clustering, photometric BAO, galaxy cluster number counts, and galaxy cluster weak lensing. We model all crosscorrelations among probes, use analytical non-Gaussian covariances in the simulated likelihood analysis, and include uncertainties from various systematics (photo-z and galaxy shape measurements, galaxy bias models, cluster-mass observable relation, and galaxy intrinsic alignments). Our metric to visualize the performance of different choices in the analysis is the w p − w a plane, where z p denotes a pivot redshift at which both quantities de-correlate.
Since we are only interested in relative performances of various analysis concepts we do not include any axis values in our plots. It is important to keep in mind that absolute values characterizing survey performance depend on a variety of assumptions and that these values should not be over-interpreted. We will make corresponding CosmoLike modules publicly available at https://github.com/elikrause/CosmoLike_Forecasts upon acceptance of the paper. This repository also contains plots with axis values for those who cannot resist.
Ingredients of the analysis
We first clarify terminology employed throughout the paper:
Observables Fields constructed from the survey catalogs, such as the convergence field κ, projected galaxy/cluster density, as well the associated density contrast fields δ g , δ λ α .
Probe Combination of n observables (including n = 1). Example: κκ, also termed cosmic shear.
Summary statistic Data compression of the probes, which hopefully preserves the information content. In this paper we employ number counts (n = 1), and 2-point functions. Other possibilities are higher-order correlation functions, Minkowski functionals (e.g., Kratochvil et al. 2012) , and other classifications of the density field (e.g., Leclercq et al. 2015 ).
Data/model vector A vector consisting of data points that are measured/modeled summary statistics.
Summary statistics
We compute summary statistics from three types of objects that can be extracted from a photometric survey:
Lens galaxies, characterized through positions and redshift estimates for a specific sample definition.
Source galaxies, characterized through positions, redshift and shape estimates for the source galaxy sample.
Galaxy clusters, characterized through positions, redshift and optical richness estimates, serving as an observable proxy for cluster mass, for galaxy clusters selected from the galaxy catalog.
Each catalog is split into (photometric) redshift bins, which we denote with a lower case Roman superscript, and we furthermore divide the cluster catalog into bins of optical richness, which denote with a lower case Greek subscript. In this analysis, we focus on number counts and 2-point statistics constructed from the three catalogs introduced above. In particular, we choose to work with angular (cross) power spectra, as opposed to angular correlation functions, for the 2-point statistics for computational speed. Throughout this analysis we consider only cosmological models without spatial curvature.
Cluster Number Counts
The expected cluster count in richness bin α, with λ α,min < λ < λ α,max , and redshift bin i with z i λ,min < z < z i λ,max is given by
where d 2 V/dzdΩ is the comoving volume element, dn/dM the halo mass function in comoving units (for which we omitted the redshift dependence), p(λ|M, z) is the probability distribution function that a dark halo of mass M at redshift z hosts a cluster with richness λ. Throughout this paper we define halo properties using the over density ∆ = 200ρ, withρ the mean matter density, and employ the Tinker et al. (2008 Tinker et al. ( , 2010 fitting function for the halo mass function. We model the mean mass-observable relationM(λ) as a power-law in richness and redshift,
with normalization c λ , slope a λ and redshift dependence b λ , and further assume a log-normal distribution with scatter σ lnM|λ :
Power Spectra
In this section we summarize the computation of angular (cross) power spectra for the different probes; a more detailed derivation can be found in Hu & Jain (2004) . We use capital Roman subscripts to denote observables, A, B ∈ κ, δ g , δ λ α , where κ references lensing, δ g the density contrast of (lens) galaxies, and δ λ α the density contrast of galaxy clusters in richness bin α. We calculate the angular power spectrum between redshift bin i of observable A and redshift bin j of observables B at projected Fourier mode l, C i j AB (l), using the Limber and flat sky approximations:
where χ is the comoving distance, q i A (χ) are weight functions of the different observables given in Eqs. (5-7), and P AB (k, z) the three dimensional, probe-specific power spectra detailed below. The weight function for the projected galaxy density in redshift bin i,q i δ g (χ), is given the normalized comoving distance probability of galaxies in this redshift bin
with n i lens (z) the redshift distribution of galaxies in (photometric) galaxy redshift bin i (c.f. Eq. 15), andn i lens the angular number densities of galaxies in this redshift bin (c.f. Eq. 16). For the purpose of the forecasts presented here, we neglect variations of the cluster selection function within redshift bins, as well as uncertainties in the cluster redshift estimate; thus the weight function for the projected cluster density is given by
with Θ(x) the Heaviside step function. For the convergence field, the weight function q i κ (χ) is the lens efficiency,
the lens efficiency, with n i source (z) the the redshift distribution of source galaxies in (photometric) source redshift bin i (Eq. 15), n i source the angular number densities of source galaxies in this redshift bin (Eq. 16), and a(χ) the scale factor.
We model the three-dimensional power spectra P AB (k, z) based on the non-linear matter power spectrum P mm (k, z) = P NL (k, z), for we use the Takahashi et al. (2012) fitting formula, or the halo model (Berlind & Weinberg 2002a; Seljak 2000; Cooray et al. 2010 ) if one of the observables is not a linear projection of the matter density contrast. Noting that P AB = P BA , we describe the different cases in Eqs. (8-10). For A = κ, this is trivial,
For the baseline data vector, we only consider the large-scale galaxy distribution, and assume that the galaxy density contrast on these scales can be approximated as the non-linear matter density contrast times an effective galaxy bias parameter b g (z) (but c.f. Sect. 4.2 for extensions),
and we model the redshift dependence of b g (z) within a redshift bin assuming passive evolution (Fry 1996) . Within the halo model, the cross power spectrum between cluster centers and matter density contrast can be written as the usual sum of two-and one-halo term,
, (10) with P lin (k, z) the linear matter power spectrum. The mean linear bias of clusters in richness bin α reads
where b h (M) the halo bias relation, for which we use the fitting function of Tinker et al. (2010) . The Fourier transform of the radial matter density profile within a halo of mass M,ũ m (k, M), is 
We dropped the redshift dependence of the mass-concentration relation andũ m and define x = kR 200 (M)/c(M), where R 200 is the cluster radius, and Si(x) and Ci(x) are the sine and cosine integrals.
Simulated Likelihood Analysis -baseline scenario
We simulate an LSST like survey and summarize all parameters defining survey, cosmology, and systematics for our baseline scenario in Table 1 .
Data vector
Source galaxies -cosmic shear Adopting their 'fiducial' galaxy selection cut, the true source redshift distribution n source (z) is modeled as )
imposing a high-z cut z max = 3.5, with N source the total number of source galaxies, andn source the effective number density of source galaxies. After removal of masked and seriously blended objects, ) find
This redshift distribution is then convolved with a photometric redshift uncertainty model, as described in Eqs. (15, 17) and split into ten tomographic bins, defined such than each photometric redshift bin contains the same number of galaxies. For the cosmic shear part of the data vector we compute 55 auto-and cross power spectra (see Sect. 2.1), which we divide into 21 logarithmically spaced Fourier mode bins ranging from l min = 30 to l max = 5000.
Lens galaxies -clustering We assume a constant comoving redshift distribution for our lens sample (similar to Rozo et al. 2015) with a projected number density n lens = 0.25 galaxies/arcmin 2 and divide this sample into 4 narrow redshift bins (0.2-0.4,0.4-0.6,0.6-0.8,0.8-1.0). The data vector is divided into 25 l-bins ranging from 30-15000, however we exclude high l−bins, if scales below R min = k max /2π = 10Mpc/h contribute to the projected integral (see Eq. 4). In Sect. 4.2 we vary the choice of R min and choose larger values, i.e. 20 Mpc/h and 50 Mpc/h, as well as a small R min = 0.1Mpc/h. The latter requires extending our linear bias formalism to a Halo Occupation Distribution (HOD) model.
Photometric BAOs
We include 4 measurements of photometric BAOs at z={1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2.0} which enter the analysis as an independent probe. This is an approximation but likely justified since the strongest correlation of BAOs would show in the galaxy clustering signal, which is limited to lower redshifts. We assume that these photometric BAO measurements have an error of σ BAO = 0.03.
Lens × source galaxies -galaxy-galaxy lensing The galaxygalaxy lensing part of the data vector assumes the lens galaxy sample as foreground and the source galaxy sample as background galaxies; we only consider non-overlapping source and lens in redshift bins. We again impose a cut-off at R min = 10Mpc/h for the baseline model, which is varied in Sect. 4.2 in accordance with the clustering part of the data vector.
Galaxy cluster number counts We consider four cluster redshift bins (0.2-0.4,0.4-0.6,0.6-0.8, and 0.8-1.0) and seven cluster richness bins above λ min = 10 in each redshift bin.
Galaxy clusters × source galaxies -cluster weak lensing In order to calibrate the cluster mass-richness relation (Eq. 2), we consider the stacked weak lensing signal from all combinations of cluster redshift and richness bins δ i λ α with source galaxies κ j , with the restriction that source galaxies are located at higher redshift than the galaxy clusters. Specifically, we use the cluster lensing power spectrum in the angular range 3000 < l < 15000, which corresponds mostly to the 1-halo cluster lensing signal. We note that large-scale cluster lensing using clusters in different richness bins would be a prime candidate for a multi-tracer cosmology Seljak (2009) approach, but we postpone a discussion of constraints from large-scale cluster lensing (and cluster clustering) to future work, as this requires a detailed examination of additional systematic uncertainties such as assembly bias and stochasticity.
Systematics
We parameterize uncertainties arising from systematics through nuisance parameters, which are summarized with their fiducial values and priors in Table 1 . Our default likelihood analysis includes the following systematics: Photometric redshift uncertainties As described in detail in Ma et al. (2006) , the true redshift distribution of galaxy population x (here, x ∈ {lens, source}) in photometric redshift bin i with z i ph,min,x < z ph < z i ph,min,x can be written as
where p z ph |z, x is the probability distribution of z ph at given true redshift z for galaxies from population x. Furthermore, the number density of galaxies in this redshift bin is given bȳ
In this analysis we only consider Gaussian photometric redshift uncertainties, which are characterized by scatter σ z (z) and bias ∆ z (z). While these may in general be arbitrary functions, we further assume that the scatter can be described by the simple redshift scaling σ z,x (1 + z) and allow one (constant) bias parameter ∆ i z,x per redshift bin:
For our four lens galaxy redshift bins, this model results in five parameters (four photo-z biases, and one photo-z scatter parameter); and in 11 additional parameters for the 10 source galaxy redshift bins. The fiducial values of σ z (z) and bias ∆ z (z) including their priors for the source sample correspond to the LSST requirements. The values for the lens sample are based on experience from the DES survey, where red sequence galaxies show a similar improvement over DES source galaxies. We note that this level of photo-z accuracy requires improvements in the corresponding measurement techniques over current standards (for the assumed lens sample accuracy, peculiar velocities are starting to be an effect).
Linear galaxy bias is described by one nuisance parameter per lens galaxy redshift bin, which is marginalized over using conservative flat priors.
Multiplicative shear calibration is modeled using one parameter m i per redshift bin, which affects cosmic shear and galaxygalaxy lensing power spectra via
where the cluster lensing power spectra are affected analogously to the galaxy-galaxy lensing spectra. We marginalize over each m i independently with Gaussian priors (10 parameters). NonGaussian, multi-probe correlation matrix for a joint data vector of cosmic shear, galaxygalaxy lensing, galaxy clustering, cluster number counts, and cluster weak lensing. Details on the calculation of this ∼ 5.8 million entry matrix (7.4 million when going to the smallest scales considered in this paper) can be found in Appendix A. We recommend a zoom factor of ∼10 to gain more insight into the matrix structure, e.g. to actually identify individual elements.
Cluster mass-observable relation The fiducial values for the mass-richness relation parameters (C λ , α λ ) are adopted from Eq. (B4) in Rykoff et al. (2012) , transformed to h 100 units; we furthermore use β λ = 0 and σ lnM|λ = 0.25 as baseline value. We marginalize over these parameters using flat priors, which are agnostic to previous measurements of the mass-richness relation.
In addition, we use a simplified model for the cluster selection incompleteness with one parameter c i λ per redshift bin,
for which we assume fiducial values c i λ = 0.9 and Gaussian priors, in conjunction with a flat prior c i λ 1. Intrinsic galaxy alignment This is not part of our baseline analysis but will be considered in Sect. 4.4. In short we follow Krause et al. (2016) but extend the IA formalism to galaxy-galaxy lensing.
Other systematics There are several important sources of systematic uncertainties to be considered in future extensions of this work. For example, baryonic effects and other modeling uncertainties on small scales of projected power spectra must be accounted for. In Eifler et al. (2015) we have developed a mitigation technique for baryonic effects in cosmic shear that removes corresponding LSST biases effectively even out to l = 5000 (also see Zentner et al. 2013; Mead et al. 2015) . This idea should be extended to all probes considered in this paper. We also postpone implementing galaxy cluster mis-centering, assembly bias and stochasticity.
Likelihood formalism
The multi-probe data vector, denoted as D, is computed at the fiducial parameters in cosmology and systematics see Table 1 . The same parameters enter in the computation of the non-Gaussian covariance matrix C. We show the corresponding correlation matrix in Fig. 1 and detail the calculation of the individual terms in Appendix A. We note that the computation and verification of this matrix was the most time-consuming aspect of this paper. Since this covariance matrix is calculated analytically and not estimated from either simulations or data, it does not inherently limit the number of data points that can enter our analysis (see e.g., Hartlap et al. 2007; Taylor et al. 2013; Dodelson & Schneider 2013 , for details on these constraints).
We sample the joint parameter space of cosmological p c and nuisance parameters p n and parameterize the joint likelihood as a multivariate Gaussian
The model vector M is a function of cosmology and nuisance parameters, i.e. M = M(p c , p n ) and the normalization constant N = (2π) − . Individual vs. multi-probe cosmological constraints. We show projected cosmological constraints for clustering (orange/dot-long dashed), cosmic shear (red/dashed), cluster number counts (blue/dot-dashed) individually. The 3x2pt multi-probe contours (green/long-dashed) include information from clustering, cosmic shear, and galaxy-galaxy lensing; the black/solid contours add information from cluster number counts and cluster weak lensing to the 3x2pt data vector, altogether 2413 data points.
examine the impact of the covariances' input cosmology on likelihood contours in Sect. 4.3. Given the likelihood function we can compute the posterior probability in parameter space from Bayes' theorem
where P r (p c , p n ) denotes the prior probability (non-informative priors for the case of this paper).
Results -baseline scenario
Results of our baseline LSST likelihood analysis simulation are shown in Fig. 2 . All contours include systematic effects that are associated with the corresponding probe(s). Correspondingly, the dimensionality of the likelihood analyses differs substantially; it ranges from 15 for the cluster number count analysis to 45 for the joint analysis of all 5 probes considered in the data vector.
We find that the galaxy clustering analysis with the imposed cut-off scale of R min = 10.0Mpc/h is strongly affected by systematics, most likely our unconstrained galaxy bias. Cosmic shear in itself has relatively tight constraints, however we see a substantial increase when combining the two aforementioned probes with galaxy-galaxy lensing (denoted as 3x2pt).
Whereas cluster number counts alone gives the weakest constraints overall, it is extremely promising when combining it with the 3x2pt scenario and adding cluster weak lensing to calibrate cluster masses. The information gain from 3x2pt to the scenario where all probes are included is remarkable. One reason is the fact that clusters contribute small scale clustering information from the 1H-term, which is not present in the clustering or galaxy-galaxy lensing data (also see Sect. 4.2). Another reason to caution against overestimating the effect of clusters is the fact that we have not yet considered galaxy cluster mis-centering, assembly bias and stochasticity as additional uncertainties. Figure 3 . Impact of galaxy samples and associate systematics on cosmological information. We show the systematics free 3x2pt function case (black, solid) in comparison to our baseline model (red/dashed). The (blue, dotdashed) contours show the information gain when including all blended objects in the analysis, i.e. increasingn source from 26 to 37 galaxies/arcmin 2 ; green/long-dashed constraints are obtained when including a lens galaxy sample that is by a factor of 20 larger than our baseline (red sequence) sample, but has worse photo-z accuracy.
Combining multiple probes has a highly non-linear effect on cosmological constraining power. It should be an important aspect of future work to explore optimal multi-probe data vectors for the various science cases (beyond cosmic acceleration).
Scenarios beyond the baseline analysis
In this section we illustrate some of the CosmoLike capabilities to forecast and optimize the LSST survey. Starting out from the baseline model we vary the galaxy lens and source samples as well as associated systematics. We also examine constraints when including highly non-linear scales in the lens sample, which requires us to replace the linear galaxy bias computation with CosmoLike's HOD module. We also vary the input cosmology of the computed covariance matrix as a first step to quantify the impact of this choice on cosmological constraints. Lastly, we consider the impact of galaxy intrinsic alignment for the multi-probe case and in the presence of multiple systematics.
Varying galaxy samples: systematics vs. statistics
Statistical power of photometric surveys comes from covered area, to reduce cosmic variance, and from the number density of galaxies, to reduce noise contributions when estimating summary statistics. Maximizing the number density of galaxies requires the inclusion of faint, small, and poorly understood galaxies, which give rise to additional systematics. The trade-off between statistical power and systematics needs to be simulated carefully to select optimal galaxy samples and to focus future research on the most limiting factors of an analysis. Figure 3 illustrates the difference in cosmological information when comparing a systematics-free 3x2pt analysis (black/solid) to our baseline scenario (red/dashed) that includes uncertainties from photo-z's, shear calibration, and galaxy bias (see Table 1 ). The main contributors in reducing source galaxies for LSST are masking and atmospheric blending Dawson et al. 2016) . For example, ) find that these effects shrink the number density of source galaxies from 37 to 26 galaxies/arcmin 2 . The (blue/dot-dashed) contours show results of a simulated analysis assuming 37 galaxies/arcmin 2 . Since we do not assume an increase in photo-z and shear calibration uncertainties, these contours correspond to an upper limit in information gain when solving the problem of blending for LSST.
The (green/dashed) contours illustrate results when considering a lens galaxy sample that has a factor of 20 higher number density of galaxies compared to our baseline scenario, but degraded photo-z accuracy (compare Tables 1 and 2) .
We find very limited gain in information when increasing the number density of either source or lens galaxies, which we explain as follows: First, our error budget is systematics dominated (indicated by black/solid vs red/dashed contours). Second, the NonGaussian cosmic variance terms in our covariance matrix likely dominate the noise contributions; increasing the number density of galaxies and hence decreasing the noise has no effect. An increase in survey area (e.g., towards the equator, which would also allow for increased overlap with the Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument survey) would be a more promising approach.
Varying R min : linear galaxy bias vs. HOD model
In this subsection we address the change of information content as a function of scale to which galaxy biasing can be modeled accurately. Our baseline scenario includes cosmic shear up to l max = 5000, however it imposes an R min = 10Mpc/h cut-off for clustering and galaxy-galaxy lensing. Perturbative models for galaxy biasing in the quasi-linear regime is an active area of research (e.g. McDonald & Roy 2009; Angulo et al. 2015) , and the model for galaxy clustering and galaxy-galaxy lensing in Eq. (9) needs to be updated for analyses of galaxy clustering measurements from future surveys. However, in the context of this forecast study, we are primarily interested in cosmological information content as a function of scale. Forecasts based on the effective linear biasing model should be interpreted as the potential constraining power assuming that sufficiently accurate bias models will be developed by the time of the data analysis.
First, we characterize the loss in cosmological information from more conservative R min = 20Mpc/h and R min = 50Mpc/h. Second, we consider a very optimistic scenario, in which we assume that galaxy biases down to scales of R min = 0.1Mpc/h and over the redshift range 0.2 < 0.8 can be described by a simple nonlinear model.
For the latter, we replace Eq. (9) by a Halo Occupation Distribution (HOD) model (e.g. Berlind & Weinberg 2002b; Zheng et al. 2005; van den Bosch et al. 2013) , which describe the relation between galaxies and mass in terms of the probability that a halo of given mass contains N g galaxies. Following Zheng et al. (2005), we split the HOD into central and satellite terms, which we model as (Zehavi et al. 2011 )
The central occupation is a softened step function with transition mass M min , which the characteristic mass or a halo to host a central galaxy, and softening σ lnM . M 1 is the characteristic mass scale for a halo to have a satellite galaxy; the satellite distribution is a power law with slope α sat in high mass halos, and it is cut off at a low mass scale M 0 . For luminosity threshold samples, the satellite occupation is typically modulated by the central galaxy occupation, as a halo has to contain a central galaxy to have satellite galaxies. For a color selected sample however, only a fraction f c meets the sample selection criteria, and we write the total galaxy occupation as
Based on this HOD, we calculate the galaxy-galaxy lensing and clustering power spectra as
withũ s (k, M) the Fourier transform of the satellite galaxy density profile, which we assume to follow the matter density profile, and where for notational convenience we define [N c (M)] 2 ≡ 0. The left panel of Fig. 4 shows a tolerable loss in information when going from the baseline 3x2pt scenario (R min = 10Mpc/h, black/solid) to even larger cut-offs such as R min = 20Mpc/h, (red/dashed) and R min = 50Mpc/h, (blue/dot-dashed). This is in sharp contrast to the substantial information gain when employing CosmoLike's HOD module to include smaller scales (R min = 0.1Mpc/h, green/long-dashed) in the analysis. The same information gain however is less significant when adding cluster number counts and cluster weak lensing to the 3x2pt data vector (right panel). A likely explanation is the fact that clusters themselves are highly sensitive to small, nonlinear scales and corresponding information from galaxy clustering and galaxy-galaxy lensing is somewhat redundant.
Varying cosmology in covariances
Covariance matrices pose a major obstacle in multi-probe cosmological analyses. If they are obtained through (re)sampling methods using the data itself they are an estimated quantity (similar to the estimated data vector), which changes the functional form of the likelihood from a multivariate Gaussian to a modified multivariate t-distribution (Sellentin & Heavens 2015) . If the covariance is computed analytically it must be considered a 'known quantity' that follows deterministically from the cosmological (and nuisance parameters) that are under evaluation. Consequently, the covariance must vary in accordance with the sampler walking through the parameter space (Eifler et al. 2009) . If the covariance is estimated from a set of simulations it is both an estimated quantity and it assumes an underlying cosmology, namely that of the simulation. Technically any analysis using such a covariance matrix requires a combination of repeatedly computing the covariance as a function of the parameters considered and adopting a t-distribution as the functional form of the likelihood.
In practice, the fact that the covariance matrix is an estimated quantity is generally ignored when inferring cosmological parameters; similarly most analyses ignore the covariance's cosmology dependence (a notable exception is Jee et al. 2013 , who conduct a non-tomographic cosmic shear analysis).
In Fig. 5 we simulate 3 likelihood analyses for a 3x2pt data vector that assume analytically calculated covariance matrices with different underlying cosmologies. We find that when reducing the fiducial values for Ω m and σ 8 by∼ 10% (red/dashed), the contours shrink moderately. This is expected since lower amplitude in Ω m and σ 8 reduce cosmic variance terms in the covariance. We find only minor changes in the contours when decreasing our fiducial dark energy parameters to w 0 = −1.3 and w a = −0.5 (blue/dotdashed).
This initial study needs a more thorough follow up analysis (e.g., by implementing the method suggested in Morrison & Schneider 2013 , for multi-probe covariances) for several reasons: first, we have only checked for the impact of the covariances' cosmological model in the context of the standard likelihood technique, i.e. fixing the covariance cosmology throughout the MCMC walk. Fully accounting for the cosmology dependence implies that the likelihood function's exponential term and its normalization change continuously as a function of parameter space, which can be a stronger effect than the one examined in Fig. 5 . Second, the change of the covariance matrix with respect to nuisance parameters has not been examined to date. Third, contours in Fig. 5 marginalize over 30 nuisance parameters, which washes out differences that can become more severe if systematics control improves.
Intrinsic alignment with multiple probes and systematics
One important aspect of multi-probe analyses is the ability to offset systematic uncertainties, especially from astrophysics, that heavily impact individual probes. As an example, we consider intrinsic alignment of source galaxies, which has been studied in observations, simulations, and theory (e.g., Hirata & Seljak 2004; Mandelbaum et al. 2006; Joachimi & Bridle 2010; Singh et al. 2014; Troxel & Ishak 2014; Tenneti et al. 2015; Blazek et al. 2015) . We extend the work presented in Krause et al. (2016) to include the effect of IA on galaxy-galaxy lensing Figure 4 . Left: Varying the minimum scale included in galaxy clustering and galaxy galaxy lensing measurements. We show the baseline 3x2pt functions, which assumes R min = 10Mpc/h (black/solid), and corresponding constraints when using
For the latter we switch from linear galaxy bias modeling to our HOD implementation. Right: Information gain when using HOD instead of linear galaxy bias for 3x2pt (black solid vs dashed contours) in comparison to corresponding information gain when including cluster number counts and cluster weak lensing in the data vector (violett/dot-dashed vs long-dashed).
cov fiducial cosmology cov cosmology model 1 cov cosmology model2 w p w a Figure 5 . Change in cosmological constraints when varying the underlying cosmological model in the covariance matrix. We show three scenarios: 1) the fiducial cosmology (black/solid), 2) fiducial cosmology but a 10% lower value in σ 8 and Ω m (red/dashed), and 3) fiducial cosmology but changes in the dark energy parameters, i.e. w 0 = −1.3 and w a = −0.5 (blue/dot-dashed).
where
with z = z(χ). The j dependent term is the normalized distribution of source galaxies in redshift bin j, f red is the fraction of red galaxies which is evaluated as a function of limiting magnitude m lim = 27, and P δI the cross power spectrum between intrinsic galaxy orientation and matter density contrast. The IA contamination of our data vector assumes a DEEP2 luminosity function (Faber et al. 2007 ) and the tidal alignment scenario described in Blazek et al. (2015) ; Krause et al. (2016) . The tidal alignment scenario is in good agreement with observations; using the DEEP2 luminosity function should be considered as an upper limit of the strength of IA contaminations.
In Fig. 6 we compare the baseline analysis for cosmic shear and 3x2pt (no IA contamination) to the case where IA contaminates the data vectors. In the latter case we marginalize over 10 nuisance parameters (4 for IA and 6 for luminosity function uncertainties, see Krause et al. 2016 , for details) to account for the IA contamination. Although we assume the tidal alignment scenario as a contaminant, we choose a different IA model for the marginalization (non-linear alignment with the Halofit fitting formula) to mimic a realistic analysis.
We find that in the presence of multiple probes, photo-z, shear calibration and galaxy bias uncertainties, the assumption of an imperfect IA model in the marginalization is negligible. As expected when including 10 more dimensions in the analysis the constraints weaken but again the effect is not severe. Note that the 3x2pt data vector only includes galaxy-galaxy lensing tomography bins for which the photometric source redshifts are behind the lens galaxy redshift bin. Hence only a small fraction of source galaxies in the low-z tail of the redshift distribution contribute an IA signal to galaxy-galaxy lensing. As a consequence the 3x2pt data vector contains only marginally more information on IA, and improvements in the self-calibration of IA parameters is largely due to the enhanced constraining power on parameters which are degenerate with IA.
Discussion
The first step in designing a multi-probe likelihood analysis is to specify the exact details of the data vector. This is far from trivial; the optimal data vector is subject to various considerations.
• Science case This paper focusses on time-dependent dark energy as a science case with the fiducial model being ΛCDM. If there was indication for time-dependence, the data vector can be optimized (tomography bins, galaxy samples, scales) such that it is most sensitive to these signatures. The same holds when extending the science case to e.g., neutrino physics and cosmological tests of gravity (Joyce et al. 2015; Bull et al. 2015) .
• Prior information Prior information (from external data sets) should only be included if individual analysis of these data sets yield compatible results. Tension between data sets indicates new physics or insufficient modeling of systematics and needs to be resolved before pursuing a joint analysis. It must also be considered whether the external data set is independent or correlated; the latter case requires a joint analysis, whereas in the former case is it permitted to multiply the individual posterior probabilities. We note that in the era of precision cosmology prior information from the CMB can longer be assumed to be independent of low-z probes. Even correlations between SN1a and the probes considered in this paper should be examined, since both affected by magnification effects and offsets in the photometric calibration.
• Probes In terms of basic signal-to-noise considerations, it may seem highly desirable to include as many probes as possible into the data vector. However, every probe is associated with systematic uncertainties and while some of these uncertainties (e.g., instrumental) can be modeled similarly across all probes, the modeling accuracy of astrophysical uncertainties may vastly differ. Adding probes with weakly/unconstrained astrophysical uncertainties, that translate into additional model parameters with weak/non-existing priors, is penalized in model comparison, e.g. when computing the Bayes factor. In such cases it can be favorable to exclude the corresponding probe.
• Summary statistics N-point functions in Fourier and Real space are an established way to quantifying the information content of probes that trace the density field. Models for Fourier space summary statistics, such as power-, bi-, tri-spectra, are faster to evaluate as a function of cosmology and systematics. A direct reconstruction of the E-mode shear spectra in Fourier however suffers from leakage (mixing) of E-and B-modes due to finite survey size, masking, pixelization and binning (Smith 2006; Becker 2013) .
Real space measurements of e.g., two-, three-, four-point functions are much less sensitive to masking effects and can cleanly separate E-and B-modes in case of cosmic shear (Schneider et al. 2010; Eifler 2011; Becker 2013) . However, these methods are slower and require a precise computational implementation when Fourier-transforming the modeled spectra and, in particular, when Fourier-transforming corresponding covariances.
• Minimum and maximum angular scales The small-scale (high-l) limit of the data vector is largely determined by our ability to model baryonic effects, non-linear evolution of the matter density field and galaxy biasing. It is hence directly related to resolution and physics modeling requirements of numerical simulations and their post-processing. On large scales instrumental effects (camera field of view, chip gaps) can play an important role. It is critical to carefully weigh the gain in information compared to the required systematics modeling when pushing either of these boundaries.
• Number of redshift bins Decision drivers are the accuracy of photometric redshifts, astrophysical systematics that vary strongly with redshift (e.g., galaxy bias for a galaxy sample with a complicated selection function, and galaxy intrinsic alignment), and the redshift sensitivity of the science case. Strong redshift dependence of systematics favors multiple narrow tomographic bins for selfcalibration concepts; the same is true for dark energy models that vary strongly as a functions of redshift.
• Number of angular bins Similar to the number of redshift bins one needs to determine the threshold when information saturates for a given range in scales. This is of particular importance since recent studies find strong correlation across bins, even in Fourier space, (e.g., Sato et al. 2009 ). The number of total bins in the joint data vector can also be limited by the number of independent realizations that can be generated for covariance estimation (Dodelson & Schneider 2013; Taylor et al. 2013; Hartlap et al. 2007 ). We recommend exploring methods for multi-probe data compression (e.g., Eifler et al. 2014 ) and advanced estimation concepts for covariances (Pope & Szapudi 2008) .
Conclusions
The joint and consistent modeling of cosmological probes including their correlated signals and systematics is one of the main challenges for ongoing and (even more) for future surveys. In this paper we present simulated likelihood analyses for an LSST like data set that include cosmological information from cosmic shear, galaxy-galaxy lensing, galaxy clustering (including high-z photometric BAOs), cluster number counts and cluster weak lensing. We also include a variety of systematic effects that degrade the cos-mological constraining power such as uncertainties in photo-z calibration (for source and lens bins), shear calibration, cluster massobservable relation, galaxy bias, and galaxy intrinsic alignment.
Although our simulated constraints are dominated by systematic uncertainties (see Fig. 3 ), we stress that the joint analysis of multiple probes nonlinearly increases the cosmological information when compared to single probe analysis (see Fig. 2 ). In order to further optimize the multi-probe ansatz, we consider several variations of our baseline analysis:
We find that small-scale clustering information adds valuable information, and if sufficiently accurate models can be developed, it should be included either by including non-linear scales in the clustering 2-point function or by including galaxy cluster weak lensing in the analysis (Fig. 4) . Increasing the number density of galaxies however is not the most promising way to increase cosmological information from photometric surveys (Fig. 3) , in particular since this avenue of survey optimization goes along with increased systematics. In contrast a smaller, but well characterized, sample of galaxies that is spread out over a large area appears favorable.
It is not the intent of this paper to present a complete analysis of these effects, but to demonstrate the ability of the newly developed CosmoLike software to model such complex analyses.
The fiducial values for systematic uncertainties described in Table 1 are currently not achievable, but assume substantial improvements in e.g. photo-z and shear estimation algorithms by the end of the LSST survey. As updated values for Table 1 become available, CosmoLike can be used to evaluate the improvements or degradation in constraining power for some of the most complex multi-probe analyses; we recommend interfacing CosmoLike with the Cosmo-SIS framework (Zuntz et al. 2015) to further increase modeling options. We emphasize that the impact of systematics should be examined with respect to the most stringent statistical uncertainties, which will come from a joint analysis, and in the context of other systematics that are present. Realistic modeling of these scenarios allows us to define realistic requirements on future surveys.
Improving the parameterization and parameter priors of systematics is a priority to maximize cosmological information. Constraints on exciting physics are only possible if systematics are well understood. In this context it is interesting to examine whether the information gained from Null-tests can be included a priori in the data vector or the modeling framework. For example, a non-zero clustering signal in cross-tomographic bins due photo-z errors can be used as 'data'. The amplitude of this signal depends (obviously) on the accuracy of photo-z's but it also depends on the amplitude of the clustering signal. Cross-tomographic clustering can hence be included as a signal that is modeled with a parameter describing the 'leakage fraction of galaxies'. Results from null-tests that do not depend on cosmology (e.g. star-galaxy correlation functions), can be incorporated into the analysis as priors on systematics.
The tightest constraints on the physics of the Universe will be obtained by combining multiple probes of the Large Scale Structure of the Universe that differ in terms of underlying physics and are affected by different systematics. As we approach the regime of systematics limited surveys every source of information is valuable. The inclusion of various CMB probes, SN1a, Strong Lensing, spectroscopic BAOs and Redshift Space Distortions, void and trough lensing Melchior et al. 2014; Gruen et al. 2016) , present multiple opportunities to increase the data vector considered here (not to mention higher-order summary statistics).
The Gaussian covariance of two multi-probe power spectra is given by Hu & Jain (2004) 
where we approximate the ABCD trispectrum as the sum of the linearly biased (2 + 3 + 4)-halo matter trispectrum (see e.g. Cooray & Sheth 2002; Takada & Jain 2009, for details) , and a probe-specific 1-halo trispectrum:
where we introduced b κ = 1 for convenience, and the one-halo trispectrum T i jkl,1h
ABCD :
using the observable specific halo model building blocks given in Table A ; # δ λ is the multiplicity of the cluster density contrast in {ABCD}, and the special case in Eq. (A6) enforces the vanishing of the one-halo term between two different clusters. The ensemble average in Eq. (A5) only comes into effect on moments of the HOD, which we evaluate assuming that satellite galaxies are Poisson distributed. The super-sample covariance describes the response of the summary statistics to a large scale background density mode; adapting the notation of Takada & Hu (2013) ; Schaan et al. (2014) to the multi-probe power spectrum case, it is given by 
with σ b (Ω s , z(χ)) the variance of the background mode over the survey window, 
